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Office software
Trimble eCognition
Transform data into information.

Save time and streamline your earth observation analysis with Trimble eCognition® software on desktop or in the cloud. Automate data interpretation by designing your own feature extraction and change detection solutions.

Where to buy 
Try eCognition now 
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Benefits
Maximize your data analysis potential with eCognition software. Achieve effortless workflows and accurate insights, visualized in captivating, high-quality maps.




Development platform
Fuse multiple geospatial data types, including spectral raster, 3D point cloud and thematic GIS layers, to customize analytics and create tailored applications.
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Better organization, better interpretation
Improve, accelerate and automate the interpretation of geospatial data to transform geo-data into geo-information.



Features and capabilities




[image: Customized rulesets]Development platform
Customized rulesets
Utilize the Python integration and combine image interpretation like object creation and classification with rulesets to define the required output.


[image: Quality and robustness]Data transformation
Quality and robustness
Obtain robust and quality automation by combining the best of object-based image analysis and AI technologies.


[image: Extracting information]Data analysis
Extracting information
Quickly generate analytics and extract new geospatial information for use in GIS or to create specialized applications.


[image: Scaled processing]Automation
Scaled processing
Drastically reduce processing time with server batch processing to accelerate the transformation of data to information. 
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Industries and applications
The future of your work.

Trimble facilitates high quality, productive workflows and data exchange, driving value for a global, diverse user base.

Learn more 




Industries
Discover how Trimble can help you solve your industry's most complex challenges and uncover opportunities to work smarter.




Applications
Trimble transforms data into real-world intelligence using the most progressive, reliable and accurate precision technology to meet needs of varied applications.






Product summary
Trimble eCognition
Streamline earth observation analysis.

Product line 
Office Software

Where to buy


Product
Features
	Transform
Geo-data into geo-information

	Data fusion
Fuse multiple geospatial data types

	Customized rulesets
Create analytics and applications

	OBIA & AI technology
High quality, robust automation

	Scaled processing
Reduce data processing time

	Extract information
Valuable information and analytics



Product
Resources
	Support documentation and downloads
	Webinars
	Training
	Video tutorials
	Help portal
	Community forum
	Download current version





Office software
Trimble eCognition
Get in touch for recommendations for the Geospatial hardware, software, and accessories needed to get your job done.
Where to buy 
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Works with...
[image: Trimble Inpho]Office software
Trimble Inpho
An advanced photogrammetry solution.
Learn more
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Trimble Inpho UASMaster
UAS data processing and deliverables.
Learn more






Resources and knowledge
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Go beyond the data
Highlighting workflows, projects and the people who make them happen.

Read on



[image: Inspiring perspectives]Customer stories
Inspiring perspectives
Meet our customers and see how Trimble enables their life's work.
Explore stories



[image: Watch what Trimble can do]Videos
Watch what Trimble can do
Informative solution overviews, Q&As, webinars, tutorials and more.
Start watching



[image: Join us live or later]Webinars
Join us live or later
Register for upcoming webinars and watch on-demand recordings.
Get started






Resources




Events




Email signup




Support





Next steps
Our global network of Distribution Partners provides precision geospatial solutions, insight and support at a local level.

Where to buy 









          
        